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Abstract: Freight sustains our daily lives and economy. Information on its characteristics, its 

locations of production and consumption and its ways of transport are by consequence of a 

crucial importance for multiple decision makers both in public and private sector. This paper 

presents a freight generation model for the Belgian territory. Through linking different 

databases and applying regression analyses, generated and consumed freight volumes were 

obtained for approximately 5 000 zones subdividing the country. Both generated and 

consumed volumes are connected though one another by a probability function, resulting in 

an origin-destination matrix. Additionally import, export and transit flows were included. The 

entire analysis is on commodity level – distinguished by NST/R types and nine loading units - 

which allow new in-depth analyses for logistics models, as LAMBIT and LAMBTOP. 

 

Keywords: freight demand generation, Belgium, activity based 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The economy as well as our daily lives run on the production and consumption of freight. 

Every activity requires some amount of freight volume. Due to the spatial spread of freight 

production and freight consumption, transport between the location of production and the 

location of intermediate and/or final consumption is necessary. This large amount of transport 

movements comes with different negative dimensions (congestion, noise, accidents, pollution, 

etc.) on both the local and the global scale. The economic, ecologic and social importance 

which drown from these dimensions require accurate freight models in order to enable 

adequate decision-making by public and private stakeholders. The first step in freight 

modelling is generating freight demand. Despite wide spread use of freight generation 

models, their methodologies are mostly only briefly explained and their accuracy is rarely 

detailed (Alho and de Abreu e Silva, 2015). Generating freight demand is no straightforward 

process, and there is no ultimate best methodology or general guideline leading to that most 

adequate methodology. One reason for it is that data on good freight volumes are scarce and 

very fragmented. Moreover, freight can differ a lot in terms of type, weight, value, loading 

unit, etc. Such detailed information is important for analyses, but often missing in available 

databases. Most information on freight (movements) is known at a disaggregated enterprise or 

establishment level, and only by the concerned enterprise itself and their logistic service 

provider if applicable. These data are often unprocurable, referring researchers and policy 

makers to general figures aggregated on flow-level between larger geographical entities like 

cities or regions. Those aggregated flows are mostly based on surveys and input-output tables 

(de Jong and Ben-Akiva, 2007). General figures loose detailed information on characteristics 

on both the freight commodities as the transport itself. Such information is however of 

significant importance for transport-related decision-making and research on logistics. 

However, by combining the gathered information from transport surveys with disaggregated 

data on establishment level – which are mostly easier to get – one is able to generate freight 

flows and their respective characteristics between small geographical entities. As such one 
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produces new valuable input for freight models and decision makers. In this paper, we address 

the problem of how one can estimate freight volumes based on establishment characteristics 

and we apply it for the Belgian territory. 

In order to do so, we first studied the existing literature on freight generation, with a focus on 

activity-based generation models. This will be presented in Section 2. Combining the 

experience retrieved from literature with the data which we gathered for Belgium, we applied 

state-of-the-art methodology to generate volumes in Section 3. Results will be described in 

Section 4, after which we end with the takeaways and conclusions. 

 

2. Literature study 

 

Freight generation models are common use in freight modelling. Despite their importance 

within the freight model process, according the garbage-in-garbage-out-principle, used freight 

generation methodologies and their accuracy are rarely addressed. Two techniques can be 

distinguished; cross classification analysis and multiple regression analysis (Bastida and 

Holguin-Veras, 2009). Cross classification procedures compute changes in one variable 

(freight volume/trips) when other variables (employment, surface, sales, etc.) are brought into 

account. Although similar to multiple regression analyses, this technique is non-parametric as 

it does not take into account the distribution of the individual values. In order to overcome the 

disadvantages associated with cross classification analyses, Stopher and Mcdonald (1983) 

proposed using multiple classification analysis as calibration technique. Review on this 

technique illustrated overestimations of future trip-numbers when the number of observations 

for each category is not equal to one another (Guevara and Thomas, 2007). The work of 

Bastida and Holguin-Veras (2009) forms the first application of a cross classification 

technique for the generation of freight. In this work, both authors compare the generated 

results with the ones obtained by using an ordinary least square (OLS) procedure. Multiple 

regression analyses, like OLS, are widely used for the generation on freight. Considered 

variables generally consist of enterprise-activity, number of employees, sales volume and 

gross floor area (Bastida and Holguin-Veras, 2009; Khan and Machemelh, 2015; Piotte and 

Jourquin, 2011; Wisetjindawat and Sano, 2003). Some studies also include land-use and 

demographics like population density and median income as variables (Sánchez-Diaz and 

Holguin-Veras, 2013; Shin and Kawamura, 2005). Most commonly linear regression models 

are used, as they are simple in terms of interpretation and explanation of the effects of 

exogenous variables. Still, one should consider the assumptions of linear regression models. 

Violations of those assumptions could lead to inaccurate parameters, especially when 

aggregated data are used (Douglas and Lewis, 1970). The use of disaggregated data is 

considered best for regression analyses. Disaggregated data of freight volumes and transport 

are, however, scarce. This is due to the fragmented information amongst the different actors – 

being shippers, carriers, receivers, distribution centres and transport agencies – but also due to 

commercial and privacy issues and the important financial resources required for gathering 

such detailed data (Holguin-Veras et al., 2010). Therefor aggregated data are often used as 

input for multiple regression methods. 

The used regression technique depends on the used / available data and the way to which 

those data meet the assumptions of the regression technique. In literature, we distinguished 

linear regressions (Bastida and Holguin-Veras, 2009; Piotte and Jourquin, 2011; 

Wisetjindawat and Sano, 2003), Poisson log-linear generalized linear models (Alho and de 

Abreu e Silva, 2015) and other generalized linear models when other link- and family 

functions are specified (Alho and de Abreu e Silva, 2015). 

One can also distinguish two approaches in freight generation – which are similar to freight 

transport models – namely; the commodity based approach and the vehicle trip based 

approach (Khan and Machemelh, 2015). Vehicle trip based models (Bastida and Holguin-
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Veras, 2009; Khan and Machemelh, 2015) focus on a correct generation of vehicle trips. As 

such they target a better representation of trips, empty legs and logistic decisions. Commodity 

based models focus on the generation of commodity flows (Piotte and Jourquin, 2011; 

Wisetjindawat and Sano, 2003), and via shipment size and vehicle allocations translate them 

in vehicle trips. This approach does not directly model empty trips and vehicle activities. 

Moreover it does have difficulties with capturing the full complexity of the freight supply 

chain, but so does the vehicle trip based approach too. On its turn, the commodity based 

approach is by consequence better in repersenting economic behaviour, commodity influences 

on trip choice and most importantly mode choice. Therefor the commodity based approach is 

recommended for situations where different transport modes are considered (Khan and 

Machemelh, 2015). 

This study aims to generate freight flows for future analyses with the intermodal freight 

models LAMBIT (Macharis, 2000) and LAMBTOP (Mommens and Macharis, 2014). 

LAMBIT calculates the market areas of Belgian intermodal terminals for container transport 

from and to the Belgian ports. LAMBTOP analyses the feasibility of a modal shift of 

palletized goods towards the inland waterways. A commodity based approach is most suited 

for delivering adequate input volumes for both models. In the next section, we will describe 

the used methodology, which is based on the state-of-the-art presented in this literature study. 

 

3. Methodology 

 

Parallel to the literature study, we started collecting data for Belgium. The process of data 

gathering will be described in Section 3.1. Next, we will address the regression analyses used 

to obtain incoming and outgoing freight volumes in Section 3.2. The volumes are computed 

on the scale of own created Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ). In total 4 934 zones are 

subdividing the Belgian territory. We use a commodity based approach in order to be able to 

use the generated volumes for modal shift analyses with already developed models LAMBIT 

and LAMBTOP. This approach requires a translation of freight volumes to an origin-

destination matrix containing all details. The generation of this origin-destination matrix will 

be presented in Section 3.3. Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of our research. 

 

Figure 1 : Research structure 

 

 
 

 

3.1. Data collection 

Belgium does not have a detailed freight transport survey like they have them in different 

states in the United States or like the ECHO study in France (Guilbault et al., 2008; Holguin-

Veras et al., 2010). Therefore, we first informed ourselves on the existence and available of 
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different alternative data on freight transport for Belgium. Moreover, we had contact with 

different experts from around the globe in order to get some insights from their experiences in 

the field of gathering data and modelling freight. 

Our approach resulted in an oriented quest for data towards different agencies and actors, as 

information and data are fragmented amongst them. We targeted data on produced and 

consumed freight volumes within the Belgian borders, volumes in import, export and transit, 

economic data on establishment level (activity, location, number of employees, gross floor 

surface), demographic figures and data on carriers (location(s), number of employees, fleet 

size and fleet characteristics). We succeeded in getting – aggregated and/or disaggregated – 

data – depending on the variable – for all above mentioned variables. As such, produced and 

consumed volumes distinguished by commodity type and loading unit were obtained on 

municipality level, while establishment data were available on coordinate-level. We 

distinguish ten types of commodities according to the NST/R categories (agricultural 

products and live animals; foodstuff and animal folder; solid mineral fuels; petroleum 

products; ores and metal waste; iron, steel, and non-ferrous metals (including semi-

manufactured products); crude and manufactured minerals and building materials; 

fertilizers; chemical products and vehicles, machinery and other goods) and nine types of 

loading units (solid bulk; liquid bulk; containers; other containers; pallets; slings; mobile 

units; other mobile units and other). Combined, all the data allowed us to perform different 

regression analyses to compute produced and consumed volumes by commodity type and by 

loading unit for our traffic analysis zones. 

Additionally, data – on the same level of detail in terms of commodity type and loading unit – 

were collected for the different gateways. Those gateways are defined as; border crossing 

major road, inland waterways and railways; maritime ports (Antwerp, Ghent, Zeebrugge and 

Ostend) and international airports (Brussels, Antwerp, Liège and Ostend). As such 

interactions between Belgium and the rest of the world are included with regard to import, 

export and transit. 

All the collected data have on their own already some interesting applications – like Figure 2 

is illustrating the relative importance of gateways for import and export flows.  

 

Figure 2 : Freight volumes (in tonnes) between Belgium and the rest of the world – import, export and 

transit 
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The traffic analysis zones are based on statistical units which allow us to make linkages to the 

different NUTS-levels. Two different kind of statistical units are used in defining the traffic 

analysis zones. For urban areas – defined on municipality level by the study of Luyten and 

Van Hecke (2007) – the so-called quarters are used, as for the rest of the country the so-called 

sections are used. 

 

3.2. Regression analyses 

Regression analyses are often used in freight generation models. The assumptions on which 

the respective regression analyses are based need to be taken into consideration in order to 

avoid inaccurate parameters. For OLS regression – the dominant technique in literature – 

those assumptions are: 

 Normality of the error distribution 

 Homoscedasticity of the errors 

 Statistical independence of the errors 

 Linearity and additivity of the relation between dependent and independent variables 

First, we aggregated the establishment data – number of employees, surface and activity – and 

population data – population density – on municipality level – the level for which we have 

produced and consumed volumes per commodity type and loading unit combination. Then, 

we performed linear regression analyses with respectively produced and consumed volume 

per commodity type as dependent variable and population density and number of employees 

and surface per activity as independent variables. This means that we perform 20 regression 

analyses; being an analysis for the production and an analysis for the consumption for each 

commodity type (# 10). The type of loading unit is not taken into consideration as it reduces 

the sample size too much in comparison with the number of independent variables (# 27). 

After the analyses, we checked the assumptions and observed that both the assumptions on 

homoscedasticity and linearity were violated for the OLS analyses. Therefor OLS analyses 

could not be applied for our data. 

In order to cope with these violations two types generalized linear regression models were 

used for the same dependent and independent variables; namely a generalized linear 

regression model with log link (GLML) and a gamma log generalized linear regression model 

(GLGLM). Generalized linear regression models have four main assumptions: 

 Correct specification of the link function 

 Statistical independence of the observations 

 Correct specification of the distribution of the observations 

 Homoscedasticity of the errors 

 

Figure 3 : Q-Q plots for commodity type ‘foodstuff and animal folder’ according the GLGLM regression 

technique (left) and the GLML regression technique (right) 
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All four assumptions were met by our data. We compared both GLML and GLGLM in terms 

of R-squared, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-square values and we looked at distribution and residual diagnostics (by 

plotting (e.g. see Figure 3) and mapping residuals) and analysing outliers, leverage points and 

influential points. Overall, the GLML technique performed better than the GLGLM for each 

of the 20 performed analyses. Therefor the generalized linear regression model is chosen as 

model, and further analyses are based on its results. 

If one considers to which extent our model approximates the original data, R-squared values 

are spread between 0,313 and 0,691 for the production of commodities and 0,292 and 0,777 

for the consumption of commodities. Rather low accuracy is a problem where freight 

generation models in general are faced with – referring to Khan and Machemehl (2015), 

Bastida and Holguin-Veras (2009), Wisetjindawat and Sano (2003) and Ahlo and de Abreu e 

Silva (2015). The R-squared values of our analyses are as such in line with the values of the 

current state-of-the-art freight generation models. 

 

Figure 4 : Spatial distribution of three of independent variables on TAZ level 

 
 

The formulas obtained from the regression analysis are then applied on the traffic analysis 

zone level, as we have original data for all 27 independent variables on that geographical 

scale, like illustrated in Figure 4 for three of those variables. Thanks to this analysis we 

obtained produced and consumed volumes by commodity type for every single traffic analysis 

zone. 

Next, we added the loading unit as parameter to those generated volumes by using the 

probability for a loading unit given the type of commodity and given the municipality which 

contains the concerned traffic analysis zone. As such, we obtained produced and consumed 

volumes for each of the traffic analysis zones by commodity type and by loading unit. After 

which the volumes were calibrated. 

Based on volumes by traffic analysis zone and by commodity type and loading unit, we 

translated those volumes into origin-destination-combinations. This translation will be 

described in the next section. 

 

3.3. Origin-destination-combinations and shipments 

So far, we presented how volumes by commodity type and loading unit were generated for 

each of the 4 934 traffic analysis zones. However, in order to have transport flows between 

both produced and consumed volumes, they need to be linked to one another. From our 

gathered data, we have origin-destination combinations by commodity type and loading unit 

in volume (tonnes) equivalents between all the Belgian municipalities and to/from NUTS2 

regions for respectively export, import and transit. Those data allows us to build a probability 

function as the traffic analysis zones can be linked to the municipality level. The breakdown 

from municipality level to traffic analysis zones is done by combining the probability of flows 
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between municipalities with the probability that a volume, by commodity type and loading 

unit, has a certain traffic analysis zone as destination within the municipality of arrival. This 

second probability is based on the generated consumed volume for that specific commodity 

type and loading unit. This gives following mathematical form: 

 

𝑃𝑖
𝑘𝑙(𝑗) = 𝑃𝑚

𝑘𝑙(𝑛)  ∙  𝑃𝑛
𝑘𝑙(𝑗),  𝑖 ∈ 𝑚, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑛       (1) 

 

      Where:  𝑃𝑖
𝑘𝑙(𝑗)  is the probability that a volume of commodity type k and loading unit l  

and with traffic analysis zone i as origin has traffic analysis zone j as 

destination. 

                    𝑃𝑚
𝑘𝑙(𝑛) is the probability that a volume of commodity type k and loading unit l  

and with municipality m – which contains traffic analysis zone i – as 

origin has municipality n as destination. 

         𝑃𝑛
𝑘𝑙(𝑗) is the probability that a volume of commodity type k and loading unit l  

and with municipality n – which contains traffic analysis zone j – as 

destination has traffic analysis zone j as destination. 

 

Next step will be the calculation of the number of shipments between the traffic analysis 

zones. This will be done based on the transported volumes by commodity type and loading 

unit between the zones and the optimal average shipment sizes for those commodity types and 

loading units. The shipment size is generally an optimisation function of both inventory and 

transport cost, taking into account commodity characteristics and economies of scale in the 

transport operation (de Jong and Ben-Akiva, 2007). We will use input from literature and 

from Desmet et al. (2008) and Maes (2013) – both presenting a freight transport model for 

respectively Belgium and Flanders – to compute these average shipment sizes. 

 

4. Results 

 

The presented research has two major results which will contribute to a better modelling of 

freight transport and related impact assessments. The first major result is a by the freight 

generation model constructed distribution of produced and consumed freight volumes 

according to 10 different commodity types and 9 types of loading units. This distribution is 

produced on a geographical scale of 4 934 traffic analysis zones, which are more detailed on 

urban level. The generated volumes could as such be used as input for in-depth analyses in the 

field of city distribution. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution for produced volume (in tonnes) 

for commodity ‘foodstuff and animal folder’ and loading unit ‘pallets’ for the Brussels and its 

surroundings. Besides the difference in level of detail between the city centre and the city 

outskirts, one also notices the logistic corridor along the canal significant and differences 

within the urban area. Moreover, higher volumes are – like generally found – in city centres, 

in traffic analysis zones containing large distribution centres (of supermarkets in the presented 

case) and gateways (like the airport in this case). 
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Figure 5 : Generated volume (in tonnes) of produced palletized foodstuff and animal folder for the area 

around Brussels. 

 
 

Next to the detailed distribution in terms of commodity type, loading unit and geographical 

scale, our research also resulted in an origin-destination matrix between the traffic analysis 

zones mutually and gateways as interaction with the rest of the world. The geographical 

delimitation of the generated origin-destination matrix is at more detailed level than the ones 

who currently exist for the Belgian national scale (ADSEI, 2012; Desmet et al., 2008). The 

fact that information is kept in terms of volumes (in tonnes) per commodity type and loading 

unit allows more applied research on the modal shift with the LAMBIT model which focusses 

on containers and the LAMBTOP model which targets the modal shift of palletized goods. 

Also new in depth calculations on external costs with the External Cost Calculator 

Framework (van Lier, 2014) are possible based on the flows obtained from the generated 

origin-destination matrix. All mentioned possibilities for future research will facilitate impact 

studies on freight transport within Belgium and will provide valuable input for public and 

private decision makers within the freight sector, as both are currently based on aggregated 

freight flows between larger geographical entities. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This work presented a state-of-the-art freight generation model for the Belgian territory. 

Based on an intensive data gathering process, we were able to generated produced and 

consumed volumes (in tonnes) by commodity type (#10) and by loading unit (#9) for 4 934 

traffic analysis zones. We did so by applying different regression analyses on the combined 

datasets containing population density and number of employees and gross floor surface per 

economic activity. OLS regressions are in literature commonly used. However, our data did 

not fulfil the assumptions for an OLS regression. Moreover, accuracy is of freight generation 

models is an issue. Researchers around the globe are there for looking into new techniques. 

Consequently, generalised linear models with different distributions and link functions were 
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addressed. The data met the assumptions for two of them; the generalized linear regression 

model with log link and the gamma log generalized linear regression model, for which results 

were compared. The GLML technique proved to be a suited regression technique both in 

comparison with GLGLM and with the results of currently used methodologies in literature. 

The obtained volumes – together with in- and outgoing volumes with the rest of the world – 

were used to construct an origin-destination matrix. A probability function was used to do so, 

enabling to maintain the same disaggregated information with regard to commodity type, 

loading unit and geographical scale on traffic analysis zone level. Those very detailed origin-

destination combinations will be valuable input for new models and new analyses with 

existing models. 
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